Calhoun Wiki Home
This site contains documentation for use of the NPS Archive: Calhoun.

What is Calhoun? Calhoun is the public access digital archive for NPS.
What does Calhoun have? Calhoun showcases works by Naval Postgraduate School authors. You can find NPS Theses and Dissertations, Facultywritten Articles and Conference Papers, Technical Reports, Selected Student Publications, Videos and more, in Calhoun. Calhoun also has interesting NP
S Historical material, too. It is a full-text archive, meaning it offers documents in full-text.
How do you get your NPS work into Calhoun? We welcome new content! Contributors need to do nothing except point us to their NPS-authored
content; the NPS library handles the records, uploading and usage statistics. Lead contact is Irene Berry, Digital Services Librarian. At NPS, Irene is in
Outlook, or email NPSCalhoun@nps.edu or Ask A Librarian.
Why does NPS have Calhoun? The purpose of Calhoun is to raise the visibility of NPS-created scholarly work and to provide public access to research at
the Naval Postgraduate School. Calhoun is indexed by Google Scholar and is shared with other repositories and aggregators such as BASE, CORE, COS
/ SHARE, GeoRef, Hathi Trust, NDLTD, OpenAIRE, OpenArchives via OAI-PMH.
What platform does Calhoun use? Calhoun is built on the open source platform DSpace and as of October 2019 is using version 6.2.
What are Calhoun's Policies? Read Calhoun's policies here.
Who is in charge of Calhoun? Calhoun is a project of the Naval Postgraduate School's Dudley Knox Library. Lead contact is Irene Berry, Digital
Services Librarian. At NPS, Irene is in Outlook, or email NPSCalhoun@nps.edu or Ask A Librarian.

Learn more about Calhoun.
Learn more about how to search in Calhoun.

Some interesting things Calhoun can do:
Top Ten "Most Popular Items" in NPS Archive: Calhoun
Most popular Faculty Publications
Most popular Theses and Dissertations
I didn't know you could do that! searches
Show me everything my department has published*
What about just the published articles?
What about Theses and Dissertations?
Which theses did Gary Kildall advise?
What does Calhoun have by (your name here)?**
Experiment with statistics here *
I didn't know Calhoun had that! searches
Show me historical pictures of NPS
I need a list of Outstanding Theses, in reverse chronological order
Show me a 1968 promo film about NPS
How can I learn about the General Line School?
See the most recently added documents in Calhoun (RSS Feed)
See the most recently added Theses and Dissertations in Calhoun (RSS Feed)
How many items are in Calhoun?

Top Ten "Most Popular Items" in NPS Archive: Calhoun
Most popular Faculty Publications
Most popular Theses and Dissertations

I didn't know you could do that! searches
Show me everything my department has published*

What about just the published articles?
What about Theses and Dissertations?
Which theses did Gary Kildall advise?
What does Calhoun have by (your name here)?**
Experiment with statistics here *
Change filters to specify collections, region and period. Links can be used on web pages and will always report current
results.To find other departments, authors and item types, just change info in the filters. Results can be sorted using the
gear icon.
*Results depend on whether department name is reported in the record.
**Author names are not disambiguated, that is, records display a name as it appears on the document. If you would like to
have your name appear in a specific way for all of your records in Calhoun, contact us.

I didn't know Calhoun had that! searches
Show me historical pictures of NPS
I need a list of Outstanding Theses, in reverse chronological order
Show me a 1968 promo film about NPS
How can I learn about the General Line School?

See the most recently added documents in Calhoun (RSS Feed)
Human posture recognition for intelligent vehicles
Variable Resolution Search with Quadrotors: Theory and Practice
Smart instrumented training ranges: bringing automated system solutions to support critical domain needs
Shot Boundary Detection with Graph Theory using Keypoint Features and Color Histograms

More

See the most recently added Theses and Dissertations in Calhoun (RSS
Feed)
DEVELOPING A VALUE PROPOSITION FOR THE MARINE FORCES RESERVE SUPPLY AND MAINTENANCE
INSPECTION PROGRAM
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE APPLICATIONS FOR SOLVING COMBAT IDENTIFICATION PROBLEMS CONCERNING
UNKNOWN UNKNOWNS
DIMENSIONS OF PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT FOR INCLUSIVE EMERGENCY PLANNING
MODELING OF A BUILDING-SCALE LIQUID AIR ENERGY STORAGE SYSTEM WITH ASPEN HYSYS
More

How many items are in Calhoun?
# Total number of items in Calhoun on the final day of FY2019: 60856
# Total number of items in Calhoun on the final day of FY2018: 57777
# Total number of items in Calhoun on the final day of FY2017: 55158
# Total number of items in Calhoun on the final day of FY2016: 49183
Note: Statistics information is available by clicking the link in the left column on Calhoun's front page. Figures reported
reflect items in all statuses.

